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What if there was a way to donate money to causes you believe in by ˘ sleeping?

What if a portion of your expensive hotel bills could be donated to charities like UNICEF, Wor

What if you could stay in your favourite hotel and be pampered ˘ and at the same time do somet

With Charity Hotels, all this is possible. Hotels and motels build a surprisingly large cushio

A group of internationally recognized charities operating out of the Netherlands recognized th
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The Dutch Red Cross
The Dutch Aids Fund
Stop Aids Now
The Dutch Hart Foundation
The Dutch Cancer Foundation
The Dutch World Wildlife Fund
Dutch Amnesty International
The Dutch Memisa Cordaid
Dutch Unicef
Novib in the Netherlands (known more widely as Oxfam)

These ten charities approached hotels about creating a website where vacationers could registe

The market in online reservations is crowded right now, with many different companies offering
What Do I Do?

Suppose you’re going on holiday to the South of France. Nice vacation, relaxing for you and th

Instead of feeling guilty, go to the Charity Hotels website. Look at the list of hotels in doz

Now every time you lay down in your comfortable bed at the end of a long day, you can not only
How Can This Work?

The concept is really simple. Just like with Expedia and other online booking systems, the hot

Just like with other online agents, you are using a reliable, secure, and simple method to get

Charity Hotels has a database covering more than 25,000 hotels throughout the world. You get r

With the hundreds of hotel reservation sites online today, it’s hard to tell which is the best

If you’re happy with your Charity Hotels reservation, you should tell your friends and family.
What Else Should I Know?

Because the rates offered through Charity Hotels are so cheap, you will need to secure your re

You may find some of the hotels on Charity Hotels marked "Preferred Hotel." This could mean on

Your credit card information is accepted over a secure server. All major credit cards are acce
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